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Neighborhood Research : Blackrock

Blackrock - Neighborhood Research

To start the semester, the studio was split into three diff erent 
sections, each covering a diff erent neighborhood in Buff alo, NY. 
These three neighborhoods were the Fruit Belt, the Lower West 
Side, and my section: Blackrock. To better understand these 
neighborhoods, we began a two week long exploration into many 
aspects of the neighborhoods, which would be presented to the 
studio. To achieve this, the sections were split into groups of four 
to fi ve people to cover a certain topic, in my case: Development 
Regulations and Zoning. This pertains to how the neighborhood’s 
building and zoning codes impacted its development. Through 
the following series of graphics created by myself and my 
team, we begin to understand how the neighborhood is laid out.  

Development Regulation and 
Zoning ...how the neighborhood’s 

building and zoning codes 
impacted its development

Neighborhood Research : Blackrock

FRUIT BELT
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For more information on Zoning and Building codes, refer to the 
Buff alo Green Code’s United Development Ordinance

Neighborhood Research : Blackrock Neighborhood Research : Blackrock
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Excercise 1 : Precedent to Projection

Excercise 1 - Prescedent to Projection

Following the initial neighborhood research, we began a series 
of Ethnographic “Building Portaits”, which challenged us to 
fi nd the small details which made our chosen building unique. 
This drawing series ultimately led us to form an architectural 
thesis which was translated further into the subsiquent projects. 

My precedent building was the Dapper Goose, a popular Blackrock 
restaurant and bar located on Amherst st. that only truly “comes to 
life” during its operating hours of 5-9 pm. Therefore, how the building 
is perceived at night is arguably more important than during the 
daytime. For this reason, I chose to focus on the Dapper Goose’s 
unique lighting conditions, and how they serve to conceal and reveal 
certain architectural elements of the building as my primary thesis.

 “What makes the building 
distinctive? What makes it 

ordinary? What are its memorable 
features? What—in passing—

might someone miss?”
- Excercise Introduction

Excercise 1 : Precedent to Projection

The Dapper Goose, 491 Amherst St. Buff alo, NY
First pass at Excercise 1
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Excercise 1 Final Iteration Exaggeration of lighting fi xtures was used as an opportunity to highlight architectural 
elements that defi ne the building.

Excercise 1 : Precedent to Projection Excercise 1 : Precedent to Projection
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To abstract the building, all linework from the drawing is removed, allowing the building’s 
form to only be shown through the interaction of light and shadow on critical architectural 

elements.

 The string lights on the tree in front of the Dapper Goose are transplanted to take the 
form of the building.

Excercise 1 : Precedent to Projection Excercise 1 : Precedent to Projection
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Projcet 1 : Infi ll Home

Project 1 - Infi ll Home

Moving forward to project 1, I wanted to fi nd a way to make my 
building “fi t in” to the neighborhood, while still maintaining the 
conceal and reveal thesis previously introduced. To achieve this, I 
created a very vernacular building, and concealed it behind a tight 
steel mesh. This way, during the daytime, there is an unassuming 
rectangular street condition, but at night, lights on the facade 
highlight the outline and important elements, such as windows, 
allowing the building to “fi t in”. The duality of these two facade 
conditions serves the program of the building well: a double with a 

storefront, in this case a Bar and Restaurant.

 This way, during the daytime, 
there is an unassuming 

rectangular street condition, but 
at night, lights on the facade 

highlight the outline and important 
elements...allowing the building to 

“fi t in”.
Project 1 : Infi ll Home

Process Diagrams, showing the progression of the form over time

Final Massing
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Plans and Elevation Facade StudySection Axonometric

Projcet 1 : Infi ll Home Project 1 : Infi ll Home
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Projcet 2 : Public Library

Project 2 - Public Library

Project 2 involved taking the thesis refi ned through Excercise 
1 and Project 1 and projecting it into a Library Program. 
There are three simple operations which bring us from the 
form of Project 1 to Project 2, which are: Simplifi cation of the 
form, duplication and spacing of the massing, and removal 
of space which is revealed in oblique observation. From the 
front, you see two perfect gabled forms, but as you observe 
the building from an oblique perspective, its form becomes 

more complex to react to the program of a Library.

 From the front, you see two 
perfect gabled forms, but as 

you observe the building from 
an oblique perspective, its form 

becomes more complex...

Project 2 : Public Library

Project 2 Render

Initial Massing Study Models
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This diagram serves as a proof of the thesis, by providing a daytime versus nighttime comparison of 
the front elevation condition. 

This set of operations add another meaning to the concept of concealing and revealing, which is 
observing the project at diff erent angles. 

Massing (Parti) Diagram

Facade Study Diagram

Projcet 2 : Public Library Project 2 : Public Library
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Section 01

Front Elevation

The spacing of the two volumes of the project matches the spacing between buildings seen throughout 
the neighborhood.

A result of this spacing is the large outdoor space created in between the two buildings, which serves 
as the highlighted moment underneath the mesh.

This section highlights the vertical connections between fl oors which occur within the space, and the 
long ribbon windows which symbolically connect the outdoor and indoor spaces.

Projcet 2 : Public Library Project 2 : Public Library
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Upper Floor PlanUpper Floor Plan

Projcet 2 : Public Library Project 2 : Public Library
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Ground Floor Plan

Projcet 2 : Public Library Project 2 : Public Library
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Basement PlanBasement Plan

Projcet 2 : Public Library Project 2 : Public Library
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Section Axonometric

Projcet 2 : Public Library Project 2 : Public Library
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1/4” Scaled Model 

3/64” Scaled Model 

Projcet 2 : Public Library Project 2 : Public Library
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Render - Day Facade Render - Bridge

Render - Night Facade Render - Courtyard

Projcet 2 : Public Library Project 2 : Public Library


